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Abstract 
We consider the problem of separating independent 
constant modulus signals received by an antenna ar- 
ray. Assuming that the statistics of the phases of 
the signals are known, we derive a closed form so- 
lution for the array response vector from which the 
original signals can be recovered. Our method is 
based on estimating the higher order statisitics of 
the received signals, and the estimate of the array 
response vector is shown to be asymptotically un- 
biased. Simulation results are included to demon- 
strate the feasibility of the algorithm. 
1 Introduction 
We consider the following problem. Suppose we are 
given a complex M x N matrix 
r zll  t12 . . .  tlN 1 
L  MI 1 ~ 2  . . . Z M N  1 
which we know can be factorized in the following 
form 
where A is a M x d complex matrix 
X = AS, (1) 
and S is a d x N complex matrix whose elements 
have unit modulus, viz. 
s 1 1  s 1 2  . . ’  
Sdl Sd2 . . .  a d M  
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Both A and S are assumed full rank. Note that if 
we write 
X = [ x l  2 2  . . .  Z N ] , S = [ s 1  s 2  . . .  S N ]  
then 
Therefore each component of t i  is a linear combi- 
nation of constant modulus signals. We may now 
state the problem we are interested in. 
Problem 1 (CM Factorization Problem) 
Given such an X ,  find the factorization 
xi = Asi. 
X = AS, 
where A and S have the aforementioned properties. 
An Application: To illusrate an application in 
which the above roblem arises consider an antenna 
array with M efements, and suppose d indepen- 
dent FM signals are received by this antenna array. 
Suppose, moreover, that  the array manifold is not 
known. Each FM signal induces an array response 
vector [ al i  a 2 i  . . . a M i  IT (which is unknown 
since we have assumed the array response vector un- 
known), so that the total response measured at  the 
antenna at time i is 
xi =  AS^, i =  1, . . . ,  N .  
Therefore the factorization of Problem 1 will allow 
us to  separate and identlify each FM signal. 
Many other phase retrieval problems can be re- 
duced to Problem 1 but we shall not consider those 
here. 
Uniqueness: The first natural question that 
arises in connection to the constant modulus fac- 
torization problem is that of the uniqueness of the 
solution. In other words is it possible that for a 
given X ,  
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The answer to  the above question has been given in 
, where under some mild conditions (which shall 
e satisfied by the conditions required of our devel- 
opment), all solutions are parametrized by 
in  this solution we shall obtain estimates of the poly- 
nomials 
P("(a)  = ad+p(,i)*d-l+. , . + p p  i = 1 , ' . ' , M  (3)  
{ l a i 1 1 2 ,  (ai2(21 . . j  lazdI2} 
6l 
whose roots are A = AoCPP, (2) 
where Ao is some solution, CP is a diagonal matrix (4 1 
with unit modulus diagonal, i .e. 
- - and the polynomials 
F ) ( a )  = ad+plij)ad-'+. , , + p y  i,; = 1, .  , , , M 
{ aiIaj.1, aiZaj.2, . . . , aida:d} . 
(5) 
(6) 
whose roots are 
C P =  
permutation matrix that permutes the 
AoCP. Physically, this parametrization 
we may add an arbitrary phase to  each Remarks: 
and P is a 
columns of 
means that 
of the d FM signals and reorder- them as well. 
Therefore from a physical point of view such non- 
uniqueness will not affect our ability to recover the 
signals in an unambiguous fashion. 
Noisy Measurements: Another question that 
arises is that in practice X may not exactly admit 
a constant modulus factorization (due to,  say, the 
presence of noise) and all we can write is 
X = A S + N ,  
for some noise matrix N .  In this case one shall at: 
tempt to  find a factorization of the form X = AS 
where ,f. is close to X in some sense. 
Fo a long time, the constant modulus factoriza- 
tion problem was considered to  be too nonlinear to  
admit a closed-form analytic solution, and only iter- 
ative gradient-descent schemes have been developed. 
These algorithms are based on the pioneering work 
of Godard [l and 'I'reichler and Agee [2], and are 
intimately re 1 ated to alternating projection met,h- 
ods. These algorithms go under t,he name CMA's 
(constant modulus algorithms) and have the draw- 
back t'hat convergence, may be slow,, or that one may 
converge to  a local mininiuni. 
In this paper we shall use a different approach 
and shall show that by making assumptions on the 
statistics of the phases of the signals, we can find 
a closed-form solution to  the array response matrix 
,4. The method is based on estimating the higher 
order statistics of the received signals and can be 
shown to yield asymptotically unbiased estimates. 
The method also allows one to  find the A matrix in 
the presence of noise, and when an exact factoriza- 
tion does not exist. These shall be the subject of 
t,he remainder of the paper. 
2 A Closed Form Solution 
2.1 The Solution 
Consider once more 
(1) The solution is closed form: There is no iter- 
ation involved or any problem of convergence. 
The aij can be easily obtained by solving the 
polynomial equations 
P q a )  = 0 and P(*J ) (a )  = 0. 
(2) It gives al l  solutions: indeed 
(a) P ( i ) ( a )  = 0 gives the magnitudes of 
the a i j ,  viz., laij12. Suppose, now we 
choose the phases for a l l ,  ~ 1 2 , .  . . ,aid. 
Then in view of P( ' j ) (a )  = 0, the 
a l laJ l ,  a12aJ2,. . . , aldaid are given, and 
the phases for 
a j l ,  a j 2 , .  . . , a j d  j = 2 , .  . . , d 
will be fixed. Thus each column of A is 
unique up to  an arbitrary phase. 
(b) Since the d i ) ( a ) ,  P ( i j ) (a )  are polynomial 
equations, the order of their roots may be 
interchanged, meaning that A is arbitrary 
up to  a permutation of its columns. 
2.2 The Assumptions 
(I) For all time instants i, and for all k # I ,  the 
constant modulus signals ski and s(i are inde- 
pendent. 
(Ii) We need to  know 
d = 1 , 2 , ,  . . , d .  (7) 1 E[ski] , 
i . e .  we need to  know the higher o r d r r  slatistics 
of the constant modulus signals. 
The higher order statistics are readily known for the 
following two cases of interest: 
(i)  The { s k i }  belong to a finite alphabet. 
(ii) sk i  = e j + ' & % ,  where the phases 
distributed over [0,27r]. In this case 
are uniformly 
V I .  (8) E[ej4&t 1 = o ,  
Case ( 2 ; )  is a reasonable assumption for F M  
signals, and is what is considered here. 
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(12) 
so that alla;l and ( 1 . 1 2 ~ 3 ~  are roots of the following 
polynomial 
a2 + p(,% + p p  = 0. 
The general method for obtaining the polynomi- 
als P(')(a)  and P ( i j ) p )  is the same as that de- 
scribed above. When >_ 2, we need to  to  compute 
the higher order statistics as well. The results are 
given below. 
from which we can obtain the coefficients of the 
desired polynomials as follows. 
pm 1 - -EIz11l2 
The remaining polynomials are obtained in the same 
fashion. 
2.5 
In this case we have 
The d = 4 Case 
Eli = allsld + a12s2i + a13s3i + a14s4i. 
Computing the higher order statistics yields 
Although it is possible to derive general formulas 
for an arbitrary d ,  due to lack of space we shall not 
do so here. 
2.6 Error Analysis 
In practice the required expectations are estimated 
as follows 
j = 1  
It is well known that the variance of such estimates 
is proportional to h. Thus the coefficients of the es- 
tzmated polynomials P(')(a) ,  P( 'J)(a)  will have vari- 
ance proportional to k, and it follows that the roots 
of these polynomials will have variance proportional 
Thus as N -+ CO, the variance of our estimate of 
A tends to zeo. Thus the algorithm is asymptotzcally 
unbzased or strongly conszstent. 
In general, when we have estimated the polyno- 
mials, they will have some deviation from their true 
value. Thus, 
to +. 
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and the root wil be perturbed from the true root 6 
to  6 + 6a. Therefore using a first order analysis, we 
have 
The above relation shows that the computed root 
will be sensitive to estimation errors if -&P(~)(G!)  is 
small, i . e .  if there is another root close to 6.  
2.7 Extensions to the Case with 
Noise 
When we have noise our model becomes 
z; = As; + 71; ,  
where s, is as before, and n, is white (spatially and 
temporally) noise, that is independent of s ; .  
The algorit,hm for estimating A extends in a 
straightforward manner, as long as we know the 
higher order statistics of the noise. 
In the case where ntl is a zero mean Gaussian 
noise with variance U’ (as is the usual assumption) 
we have 
I 
E l n J i  = U ( 2 k  - l)a? 
k = l  
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Figure 1: Results for SiVR = 10db. Dashed lines 
represent standard deviation. The number of sam- 
ples ranged from 20 to 500. 
3 Simulation Results 
4 antennas 4 users. AlmriUm 1 4 anlermas 4 users - Alaonthm 2 
scenario 
antenna 
d = 4. 
S N R  = 
In the simulations we have considered a 
in which there are four elemenh in the 
array and the number of FM signals is 
We have considered 4 different cases with 
lOdb, 20db, 30db, cm (where by S N R  we mean the av- 
erage signal-to-noise ratio over all four users). The 
difference between the strongest and weakest signal 
was on the avearge 7dh .  
We have considered two different methods of con- 
structing the estimates of the aij from the esti- 
mated polynomials. The details of the algorithms do 
not concern us here. We performed 50 simulations 
per scenario and have computed the corresponding 
mean-square error for each estimated FM signal. As 
can be seen from the figures the mean square error 
decreases with the number of samples. However, it 
is int,eresting that t,he results do not differ substan- 
tially for SNR = 20db, 30dh,  00. 
The results indicate that the algorithm has done 
a good job of separating and estimating the FM sig- 
nals, and may be feasible in practice. Moreover, 
the estimates of the A matrix obtained using our 
method can also be used as the initial estimate in the 
locally convergent, standard CM algorithms. Our ex- 
perience shows that such initial est,imates invariably 
led to convergence of the CM algorithm within a few 
ikrations. 
Almrlhms 1 & 2 lSNR 2Cdbi 
D 
t 
5 5  3 3 5  4 45 5 5 5  6 6 5  I 
E 
Figure 2: Results for S N R  = 20db. Dashed lines 
represent standard deviation. The number of sam- 
ples ranged from 20 to  500. 
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Figure 3: Results for S N R  = 30db. Dashed lines 
Figure 5: Comparison of different S N R  values. 
number of samples ranged from 20 to 500. 
4 Conclusion 
The 
repvresent standard deviation. The number of sam- 
ples ranged from 20 to  500. A closed form solution to the Lonstant modulus problem was developed, and an algorithm proposed 
based on this solution. The proposed algorithm 
avoids iteration and convergence problems, and was 
shown to be asymptotically unbiased. The feasibil- 
ity of the algorithm was demonstrated using simple 
simulations. 
For future work more simulation is required to 
compare the algorithm with the standard CMA al- 
gorithms. It also would be interesting to  generalize 
the algorithm to include for frequency selective (or 
FIR) channels. Although this was not done here, 
the algorithm can be made recursive. 
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